Neurons in primary cell cultures provide important experimental possibilities complementing or substituting those in the nervous system. However, Drosophila primary cell cultures have unfortunate limitations: they lack either a range of naturally occurring cell types, or of mature physiological properties. Here, we demonstrate a strategy which supports both aspects integrated in one culture: Initial culturing in conventional serum-supplemented Schneider's medium (SM 20K ) guarantees acquisition of all properties known from 30 years of work on cell type-specific differentiation in this medium. Through subsequent shift to newly developed active Schneider's medium (SM active ), neurons adopt additional mature properties like the ability to carry out plastic morphological changes, neurotransmitter expression and electrical activity. We introduce long-term FM-dye measurements as a tool for Drosophila primary cell cultures demonstrating the presence of increased, action potential-dependent synaptic activity in SM active . This is confirmed by patch-clamp recordings, which in addition show that SM active -cultured neurons display different spiking patterns. Furthermore, we demonstrate that transmission can be evoked in SM active cultures, revealing the existence of synaptic plasticity. Thus, these culture conditions support developmental, structural and physiological properties known or expected from the nervous system, enhancing possibilities for future experiments complementing or substituting those in nervous systems of Drosophila. D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The formation of a functional nervous system is a multistep process involving the generation and specification of neural cells, regulated neurite outgrowth, formation of synaptic contacts and acquisition of cell type-specific electrical and neurotransmitter properties. To understand these processes, we require cellular models in which (1) mature structural and physiological properties of neurons can be analysed, (2) properties of involved neurons can be traced back to their developmental origins and (3) underlying gene functions can be studied. Drosophila provides great potential to bridge the still existing gaps from genes and molecules to neural development and functional neuronal circuits (for reviews, see Bhat, 1998; Prokop, 1999; Rohrbough et al., 2003) . In parallel to studies in the developing nervous system (from now on called in situ), primary cultures of Drosophila represent an important tool providing essential experimental advantages (reviewed in Rohrbough et al., 2003) : They are amenable to experimental manipulation and visualisation at single cell and subcellular level. Furthermore, cultured cells are deprived of their natural cellular context so that influences of extracellular signals on neuronal development and function can be uncovered. Primary cell cultures of Drosophila are grown from neural stem cells giving rise to neuronal lineages, so that all developmental stages from birth to late differentiation can be analysed.
However, so far, two different kinds of culture media had to be used for either developmental/structural studies or for physiological analyses (Table 1 ; reviewed in Rohrbough et al., 2003) :
(1) Serum-free Drosophila defined medium 1 (DDM1; O'Dowd, 1995) supports excellent physiological properties. Neurons exhibit spontaneous action potentials and synaptic transmission which can be analysed in different genetic backgrounds (e.g. Hodges et al., 2002) . However, cell types like muscles and glia seem mostly absent, and neuronal soma size and lineage composition are dissimilar to the situation in situ (Lee and O'Dowd, 1999; O'Dowd, 1995) . Thus, early neuronal development of cultured neurons is nonsatisfying and raises concern about comparability to the CNS at the identified cell level. (2) Serum-supplemented media like Shields & Sang medium, M3, or Schneider's medium (SM 20K ; Cross and Sang, 1978; Schneider, 1964; Seecof et al., 1971; Shields and Sang, 1977) support the development of non-neuronal cell types, and the formation of in situlike neural lineages (Huff et al., 1989; Lüer and Technau, 1992) . Therefore, work on identified neurons can be carried out in SM 20K (e.g. Schmidt et al., 2000) . However, physiological properties of neurons in SM 20K are poor (Küppers et al., 2003) unless mitoses are blocked (Wu et al., 1990) , which unfortunately abolishes the cellular advantages offered by SM 20K . Thus, in spite of the unique opportunity to mimic early developmental processes leading to in situ-like structural differentiation, the use of SM 20K -grown cultures for refined studies of mature neurons is questionable.
Taken together, neither cultures raised in DDM1 nor in SM 20K can be used as an integrative model for the developing nervous system. Here, we present a strategy based on a new modified Schneider's medium (called SM active ) which links the in situ-like cell type generation in SM 20K to the acquisition of typical features of mature, fully differentiated neurons. Thus, neurons in SM active express different neurotransmitters, display spontaneous action potentials eliciting synaptic transmission and even plastic behaviour can be observed. Thus, these improved cultures closely mimic properties known or expected from the nervous system enhancing possibilities for future experiments complementing or substituting those in nervous systems of Drosophila.
Materials and methods

Fly stocks
We used Oregon R wild-type flies and the following mutant or transgenic stocks: synapsin 97 (Klagges et al., 1996 ; courtesy of E. Buchner), Uas-mCD8-green fluorescent protein (Uas-mCD8-GFP; second and third chromosome; by courtesy of L. Luo and Bloomington stock center; Lee and Luo, 1999) , Uas-neuronal-Synaptobrevin-GFP 13.6 (Uas-n-Syb-GFP; by courtesy of M. Ito et al., 1998) , Uas-Rab7-GFP (courtesy of Marcos González-Gaitán; Entchev et al., 2000) , elav-Gal4 (Bloomington stock center; Luo et al., 1994) , loco-Gal4 (courtesy of C. Klämbt; Granderath et al., 2000) and OK6-Gal4 (courtesy of B. McCabe; Aberle et al., 2002; Landgraf et al., 2003) .
Preparation of Schneider's cell culture media
For medium preparation, amino acids, sugars, organic acids and inorganic salts (for amounts, see Schneider, 1964) were dissolved in Aqua B (Braun Melsungen, Germany). Instead of lactalbumin hydrolysate and TC yeastolate, 2 g yeast extract per litre were added. No vitamins or antibiotics were added. All medium components were cell culture tested and obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). For modified media, inorganic salt contents were altered as detailed in Table 1 . Finally, 20% non-heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (Biochrom AG Seromed, Berlin, Germany) was added, the medium was kept for 3 days in the dark at 26jC, be 104 based on literature data); 'cell culture media' and 'extracellular recording solutions' according to references given in brackets: (a) Cross and Sang (1978) ; Shields and Sang (1977) ; (b) Schneider (1964) ; Seecof et al. (1971) ; (c) Küppers et al. (2003) ; (d) Hodges et al. (2002) ; Lee and O'Dowd (1999) ; O'Dowd (1995); (e) Schmidt et al. (2000); (f) Yao et al. (2000) .
then insulin (2 Ag/ml) was added and pH adjusted to 6.8 -6.9. The maximal use of culture media was 60 days (stored at À80jC).
Primary cell cultures
As described previously (Dübendorfer and EichenbergerGlinz, 1980; Schmidt et al., 2000) , cells were removed with glass capillaries from 20 to 100 embryos at gastrula stage and transferred to culture medium (5 -10 Al per donor embryo). Aliquots of 30 -40 Al were transferred to flat bottom wells in special glass slides ('culture chambers'; see Dübendorfer and Eichenberger-Glinz, 1980) , which were sealed airtight with coverslips (greased at their fringes), and immediately turned upside down so that cells sink down onto the coverslip and adhere to the glass (the drop of medium is in contact with both coverslip and slide). To prevent accumulation of debris amongst the cultured cells, the chambers are turned back after 2 -20 h (hanging drop cultures). They are kept at 26jC throughout. To obtain ''conditioned'' medium (which was used in some experiments with SM 20K ), the supernatant of a primary culture was removed after 7 -10 days, filtrated and used to culture cells as described above. For exchange of medium, coverslips and old medium were carefully removed from the culture chambers. The cells adhering to the coverslips and covered by a thin film of old medium were washed once with a 50-Al drop of fresh medium. Then the coverslips were placed back on the chambers with fresh medium and sealed airtight. Unless mentioned otherwise, experiments were carried out in 3-to 4-day-old cultures.
Immunocytochemistry
Cultures were fixed 30 min in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 7 -7.2), washed for up to 1 h in phosphate-buffered saline with 0.3% Triton X (PBT). Antibodies were incubated for 3 h (room temperature) or overnight (4jC) in PBT without blocking reagents. We used antibodies raised against GABA (rabbit, 1:1000; Sigma), Tubulin (mouse, 1:1000; Sigma), Futsch (22C10; mouse, 1:10; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, DSHB; University of Iowa, Iowa, USA; Fujita et al., 1982; Hummel et al., 2000) , Synaptotagmin (rabbit, 1:2000; courtesy of H. Bellen; Littleton et al., 1993) , Synapsin (mouse, 1:10; courtesy of E. Buchner; Klagges et al., 1996) , Repo (rabbit, 1:200; courtesy of A. Travers; Halter et al., 1995) , Horseradish peroxidase (HRP; rabbit, FITC-coupled, 1:200; ICN Biomedicals, Aurora, OH, USA; Jan and Jan, 1982) , GFP (Ab290; rabbit, 1:2000; CamLab, Cambridge, UK; mouse, 1:250; Boehringer-Mannheim, Germany), Elav (Elav-7E8A10; rat, 1:000, DSHB; O'Neill et al., 1994; Robinow and White, 1991) , muscular Myosin heavy chain (courtesy of D. Kiehart; rabbit, 1:1000; Kiehart and Feghali, 1986) , CD8 (rat, 1:10, Caltag Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), Serotonin (rabbit, 1:2000; Sigma), Discs large (rabbit, 1:1000; courtesy of U. Woods and Bryant, 1991) , Homer (rabbit, 1:100; courtesy of U. Diagana et al., 2002) , the antiserum nc82 (mouse, 1:10; courtesy of E. Buchner; Hiesinger et al., 1999) , and fluorochrome-coupled secondary antibodies (goat, 1:200 to 1:2000; Jackson Immuno Research, West Grove, PA, USA). After incubation with secondary antibodies, cultures were washed in phosphate-buffered saline and embedded in Vectashield anti-quenching mounting medium (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA). Fluorescence pictures were taken with a Sony 3CCD camera on an epifluorescence microscope (Axiophot, Zeiss, Obercochen, Germany) or with a Leica TCS SP2 confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica, Benzheim, Germany).
FM stainings
All experiments were carried out in the dark and followed a protocol published previously for Drosophila neuromuscular junctions (Ramaswami et al., 1994) . Stocks of 1 mM FM1-43 or 10 mM FM4-64 (Molecular Probes, Leiden, Netherlands) were kept in Aqua B in the dark at À20jC. For depolarisation loading experiments (Figs. 6A, B) , coverslips were taken off the culture chambers and cells were washed with 3 Â 100 Al of Ca 2+ -free solution (in mM: 130 NaCl, 5 KCl, 5 HEPES, 4 MgCl 2 , 0.5 EGTA, 1.23% sucrose), then 100 Al of the depolarising loading solution (80 mM NaCl, 60 mM KCl, 5 mM HEPES, 0 -2 mM MgCl 2 , 2-5 mM CaCl 2 , 10 AM FM dye, 1.23% sucrose) were added for 5 min, followed by a 10-min washing step in Ca 2+ -free solution (see above). To test releaseability of dye (Fig. 6C) , washes lasted 60 -75 min before adding depletion solution (like loading solution but without FM dye). Images were taken at different time points of this procedure (see Fig. 6C ) with a Sony 3CCD camera on an Axiophot microscope. To measure changes in intensity, 180 FM spots per time point in two independent experiments were selected using a fixed circular frame with the selection tool of Adobe Photoshop software. Their brightness was measured in luminance on a scale from 0 to 255, according to the histogram function within Adobe Photoshop software. In 3-h loading experiments (Figs. 6D, E, 7A), the culture medium was exchanged (as described above) for the same culture medium containing 5 AM FM dye. For pharmacological tests, 6 AM tetrodotoxin (TTX; Sigma) was added together with the FM dye and refreshed after 1.5 h. Three hours of incubation was followed by 30 -40 min in Ca 2+ -free solution (see above). For intensity measurements, 10 -20 images per medium were taken immediately, and per image, 20 solitary FM1-43 spots were analysed as described above.
Electron microscopy
For ultrastructural analyses, cultures were fixed by adding 2 Al 25% glutaraldehyde to a 50-Al drop of medium covering the cells. After 30 s, solution was carefully exchanged for 2.5% glutaraldehyde (in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.0). After 1 min, cultures were briefly washed in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, incubated for 15 -30 min in 1% Osmium in dH 2 O and again briefly washed in 0.05 M phosphate buffer. Next, cultures were treated en bloc with an aqueous 2% solution of uranyl acetate for 30 min, dehydrated in alcohol and embedded in Araldite. Serial sections of 30 -50 nm (silver gray) thickness were transferred to formvar-covered carbon-coated slot grids (Galey and Nilsson, 1966) , poststained with lead citrate for 5 -10 min and examined on a Zeiss EM900 (Leo; Oberkochen, Germany).
Electrophysiology
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed as described previously (Küppers et al., 2003 was added and sucrose was reduced to 10 mM. The liquid junction potential of 10 mV generated in these solutions was corrected online (Neher, 1992) . Recordings were performed at room temperature, 20 -90 h after shifting cultures from SM 20K to SM active . Tight seals were always greater than 6 GV. The reversal potential of postsynaptic currents (PSCs) was determined using 15-mV intervals at holding potentials ranging from À75 to +90 mV. Spontaneous and evoked excitatory PSCs (EPSCs) were recorded at À75 mV. Cells were routinely assayed for inhibitory PSCs (IPSCs) at 0 mV, where EPSCs are absent (reversal potential; see Results) and GABAergic IPSCs are outward due to the ion concentrations of the used solutions (Lee et al., 2003 ; J.J.L., unpublished data for GABA application). Electrical stimulation was performed using a patch pipette filled with bath solution and connected to a stimulus isolator (HG 203; UK) . Paired-pulse protocols with interstimulus intervals of 20 -100 ms were run 10 times at 0.33 Hz for each interval. Action potentials were elicited by 400 ms depolarising current step from the resting potential of À60 to À70 mV. Firing patterns were analysed at holding currents 20 -40 pA positive to threshold. To facilitate comparison between cells, current was sometimes injected to adjust the resting potential. Postsynaptic potentials were recorded at resting potential. Signals were amplified, filtered at 1.6 -2.5 kHz (4-pole Bessel) and sampled at 16-25 kHz on a Macintosh computer using an EPC-9 amplifier and Pulse software (HEKA, Lambrecht/Pfalz, Germany). The voltage error due to series resistance was always <10 mV. Cell capacitances were 5.19 F 0.3 pF, input resistances 1019 F 62 MV (mean F SE). EPSC frequencies and amplitudes were analysed using Mini Analysis (Synaptosoft, Decatur, GA, USA) with threshold criteria of 10 pA for amplitude (rms noise < 1.5 pA) and 4 fC for charge transfer. Single channel activity was rejected during visual data inspection. Drugs (5 AM tetrodotoxin, 400 nM and 4 AM D-tubocurarine, 100 AM picrotoxin, 2 mM 4-aminopyridine) were bath applied.
Data presentation and statistics
Analyses were carried out using Sigma Stat software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). All data were subjected to Kolmogorov -Smirnov tests for normality. Data fulfilling the normality criterion are presented as ''mean F SE'' and were subjected to unpaired t tests for comparison between two independent groups or paired t tests to characterise the effect of a treatment within individuals. Data failing the normality test are given as median (the centremost value of the data set, i.e., at 50%) and in brackets the interquartile range (IQR) referring to the values at 25% and 75% of the data set (IQR: 25 -75%). These data were subjected to Mann -Whitney rank sum tests to compare two groups or to Wilcoxon signed rank tests to test the effect of a treatment within individuals. Differences were considered significant if P < 0.05 (*) or P < 0.01 (**), and highly significant for P < 0.001 (***).
Results
Drosophila primary cell cultures develop many in situ-like properties in Schneider's medium
The aim of these studies was the establishment of a primary cell culture system which can serve as an integrative model for the developing nervous system, that is, mimic features of early cell generation but also late differentiation. As a starting point, we used conventional serum-supplemented Schneider's medium (SM 20K ; Table 1 ) and tested whether neurons and cells associated with neuronal function, like glia and muscles, can differentiate and express properties known from Drosophila embryos (from now on called in situ-like properties):
In our experiments, neural stem cells (called neuroblasts) develop from precursor cells explanted from gastrulating embryos (see Materials and methods for details). Neural stem cells divide and form clusters of neurons and glia (Fig. 1; Lüer and Technau, 1992) . In the developing embryo, the cell lineages of all precursor cells are known (Bossing and Technau, 1994; Bossing et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 1997) . The distribution of these cell lineage sizes in the CNS is very similar to the distribution of cluster sizes we found in SM
20K
-grown cell cultures (Fig. 4A) . Only large clusters in culture (>21 cells) are more frequent than in situ which might be due to occasional physical proximity of cultured precursor cells and subsequent fusion of their daughter cell clusters. Indeed, we could find fused clusters in mixed cultures derived from genetically labelled and unlabelled embryos (data not shown). In addition, cell body diameters of neurons in these clusters are comparable to those observed in situ (5-10 Am in culture vs. 4 -6 Am in situ), suggesting that relatively normal cell lineages are formed in SM 20K -grown cultures. Nerve cells grown in SM 20K are characterised molecularly by neuron-specific antibodies raised against Elav or Horseradish peroxidase (HRP; Figs. 1A -C) and morphologically by their long neurites the main branches of which contain Tubulin or the microtubule-associated protein Futsch (Figs.  1A, B) . Like observed at motorneuronal terminals in situ , microtubules form loop structures at the ends or at branching points of neurites which usually correlate with varicosities revealed by HRP staining (left insets in Figs. 1A, B, 3A) or phase contrast analysis.
The presence of glia in SM 20K cultures is suggested by two independent glia-specific markers (Repo, Fig. 1D ; locoGal4, Figs. 1E, F). Many glia cells remain associated with neurons and form lamellar protrusions closely attached to neuronal projections and somata (Figs. 1E, F; see also Baumgärtner et al., 1996) . However, in accordance with migratory tendencies in situ (e.g. Seecof et al., 1971; Halter et al., 1995) , glial cells of SM 20K cultures often leave their native cell clusters (K.L., unpublished observations).
In addition, myocytes differentiate in SM 20K cultures displaying essential properties known for Drosophila muscles (Figs. 1G -I): they display a spindle-shaped form (30 -100 Am long), are polynucleate, express Tubulin (not shown), Discs large (as described in situ: Razzaq et al., 2001 ) and the muscle-specific protein Myosin heavy chain. They differentiate contractile filaments ( Fig. 1I ) and carry out spontaneous twitches (data not shown; see also Seecof et al., 1971 Seecof et al., , 1972 .
Taken together, based on the expression of molecular markers and morphological criteria, our studies show that gastrula-derived precursor cells cultured in SM 20K differentiate into distinct cell types displaying properties typical of neurons, glia and muscles in the embryo. These analyses extend on former studies under similar culture conditions, all of which came to this same conclusion (e.g. Broadus and Doe, 1997; Brody and Odenwald, 2000; Cross and Sang, 1978; Furst and Mahowald, 1985b; Lüer and Technau, 1992; Seecof et al., 1971 Seecof et al., , 1972 . 
Neurons grown in SM 20K harbour synaptic specialisations
Synapses are an essential structural element of late neuronal differentiation. However, we have only few accounts on synapse formation and structure in primary cell cultures of Drosophila (Gerson et al., 1976; Küppers et al., 2003; Rohrbough et al., 2003; Schmidt et al., 2000; Seecof et al., 1972) . Here, we analysed their morphology in greater detail. Like in the embryonic CNS (Löhr et al., 2002) , presynaptic markers occur in spot-like accumulations in SM 20K -grown cultures (Figs. 2, 3). They can already be seen after 18 h but increase in number during the next 2 days, when also axonal projections become thicker and longer (Figs. 3A vs. AV). Numerous spots of presynaptic proteins are found along outgrowing processes and frequently associate with larger microtubule loops (arrowhead Fig. 2 . Cultured neurons form presynaptic specialisations. All cells were raised in SM 20K (20K, bottom right). Colour-coded letters at top indicate the mode of presentation or treatment: EM, electron micrograph; Dlg, anti-Discs large (pre-and postsynaptic); Hom, anti-Homer (pre-and postsynaptic); HRP, anti-HRP (neuronal surfaces); elavDRab7 and elavDSyb, anti-GFP detecting endosomal Rab7-GFP or presynaptic n-Synaptobrevin-GFP induced by pan-neuronal elavGal4 expression; Syn, anti-Synapsin (presynaptic); Syt, anti-Synaptotagmin (presynaptic). (A -BW) Anti-Synaptotagmin co-localises with neuronally expressed n-Syb-GFP (A) or Rab7-GFP (B); the match is not perfect since elav-Gal4 driving n-Syb-GFP or Rab7-GFP is not fully penetrant, and since not all late endosomal/lysosomal Rab7-GFP-labelled compartments would be localised at presynaptic sites. (C, D) Only in very rare cases scattered spots with high Dlg or Homer content might represent potential postsynaptic structures as judged from their proximity to presynaptic markers (arrowheads and close ups). (E, F) As already suggested by immunostainings, presynaptic dense bodies (black arrowheads) surrounded by clustered vesicles can be seen at the ultrastructural level; obvious postsynaptic structures could not be found, even in F where a close cellular contact is formed (asterisk indicates potential postsynaptic cell). (G) In addition to scattered dots (curved arrows), presynaptic markers accumulate in neuropile-like structures within neuronal cell clusters (white arrow); orange line indicates position of z-view shown below. Scale bar = 20 Am in A -D; 500 nm in E; 140 nm in F; 50 Am in G.
in Fig. 3A ), as similarly observed at larval neuromuscular junctions . Larger neural clusters of 15 or more cells form ganglion-like structures in which neuronal and glial cell bodies surround neuropile-like axonal accumulations with high levels of presynaptic proteins ( Fig. 2G ; see also Gerson et al., 1976) .
Several arguments support the idea that spot-like accumulations of presynaptic proteins on outgrowing axons reflect true presynaptic specialisations in SM 20K -grown cultures. First, different presynaptic marker proteins identify the same sites on neuronal processes, as has likewise been found in situ (Budnik and Gramates, 1999; Löhr et al., 2002) . We demonstrated this in co-localisation studies using anti-Synaptotagmin, anti-Synapsin, anti-Cysteine string protein and nc82 antisera, or in combination with targeted expression of n-Synaptobrevin-GFP ( Fig. 2A; e.g. 93.5% of Synapsin spots contain also Synaptotagmin; n = 639). Of these, the GFP-tagged n-Synaptobrevin can be used for the visualisation of presynaptic specialisations in vivo. Secondly, we found presynaptic structures at the ultrastructural level which contain accumulations of membrane-associated electron dense material and closely associated clusters of vesicles (Figs. 2E, F; see also Gerson et al., 1976; Seecof et al., 1972) . Thirdly, FM-dye uptake can be monitored at these sites suggesting the presence of presynaptic vesicle cycling (see below for details; Fig. 6B ; Ramaswami et al., 1994) . Fourthly, Synaptotagmin mostly co-localises with the late endosomal/lysosomal marker Rab7-GFP (details in Fig.  2B ). This is in agreement with the usual association of presynaptic specialisations with endosomal compartments (Wucherpfennig et al., 2003) .
To find out whether these scattered presynaptic specialisations are associated with postsynaptic structures, we used antisera against the proteins Discs large and Homer, which in situ stain all neuronal surfaces but accumulate especially at pre-and postsynaptic sites (Diagana et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 1997; own observations) . Focal condensations of these antigens on scattered neurites often co-localise with presynaptic markers (Fig. 3F ), but only in very rare cases Homer or Dlg spots might represent postsynaptic structures as judged from their proximity to presynaptic protein accumulations (Figs. 2C, D) . In addition, our ultrastructural analyses revealed no indications for obvious postsynaptic specialisations on outgrowing processes (Figs. 2E, F) . However, since the presence of fully functional synapses is demonstrated by electrophysiological measurements (see below and Küppers et al., 2003) , we have to assume that the respective postsynaptic specialisations are mainly restricted to neuropile-like structures associated with the neuronal cell bodies (as seen in Figs. 2G, 3F, G) .
In summary, our analyses clearly show that neurons grown in SM 20K form presynaptic specialisations with in situ-like molecular and structural properties. A good fraction of these can be visualised and monitored individually on scattered neuronal projections, although they seem to be void of postsynaptic contacts (see below and Discussion).
Introduction of SM active , a modified Schneider's medium with altered inorganic ion concentrations
Although synaptic specialisations are clearly formed in conventional SM 20K , other properties of late neuronal differentiation remain incomplete. They lack appropriate expression of the neurotransmitters GABA, Serotonin, and dopamine (Figs. 5A, B; Huff et al., 1989; Küppers et al., 2003) and are unlikely to generate spontaneous action potentials (Küppers et al., 2003; Rohrbough et al., 2003) . Since especially neuronal activity and GABA release have been reported to promote neuronal differentiation in other systems (e.g. Gu and Spitzer, 1995; Waagepetersen et al., 1999) Stewart et al., 1994; van der Meer and Jaffe, 1983) . It is not before formation of the glial sheath that these extracellular concentrations can be adapted to values appropriate for an electrically active neuron (e.g. Baumgärtner et al., 1996) . Therefore, we mimic this developmental , SM 5K and SM active were 845, 877, 828 and 513, respectively); hatched columns represent reference numbers from the embryonic CNS (percentage of neural lineages with respective cell number according to Bossing and Technau, 1994; Bossing et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 1997) . ; act, SM active ; details in Table 1 ). Colour-coded letters at top indicate the mode of presentation or treatment: Dlg, anti-Discs large (pre-and postsynaptic); elavDCD8-GFP and elavDSyb-GFP, membrane bound CD8-GFP or presynaptic n-Synaptobrevin-GFP induced by pan-neuronal elav-Gal4 expression; PC, phase contrast; Syn, anti-Synapsin (presynaptic); Syt, anti-Synaptotagmin (presynaptic); Tub, anti-Tubulin ; these ray-like structures seem to be due to centripetal movement of cell clusters (see E -EW and movies in supplementary material). (E -EW) Phase contrast and fluorescent imaging of one particular group of neural cell clusters (asterisks) over time (0, 48 and 72 h after shift to SM active ) demonstrates that morphological changes are plastic; scattered presynaptic specialisations labelled with Syb-GFP (bent arrows in lower panel) vanish from the space between cell clusters. (F) Tight fiber bundles seem to contribute presynaptic structures to the neuropile-like arrangement of the interconnected neural clusters (asterisks), whereas scattered projections with presynaptic spots pointing away from interconnected clusters seem to persist (curved arrows; inset shows that spots of high Dlg-accumulation in some projections overlap with presynaptic markers). (G) Mixed cell culture: the cell group top right (black asterisk) is deficient for Synapsin (outgoing non-green projections lack red Synapsin spots: curved arrows), the other has intrinsic Synapsin and is labelled via targeted GFP expression (white asterisk). Insets show that the left cell group positions Synapsin-positive presynaptic specialisations not only in its own neuropile (left), but also in the neuropile of the interconnected cluster (right active with about 90% accuracy in double-blind tests, and measurements of axon curvature produce highly significant differences (data not shown). Straight intercluster fascicles reminiscent of those in SM active cultures were also found in primary cell cultures from cockroach and were interpreted to reflect a more stable and healthy situation (Angevin et al., 2000; Benquet et al., 2002) . Upon live imaging of individual neural clusters over time, we found that the morphological differences between cultures in SM active or SM 20K are due to plastic morphological changes. These analyses show that, following shift to SM active , scattered neuronal projections in between adjacent neuronal clusters start fasciculating and rearrange into thicker fiber bundles which contract with considerable force pulling neuronal cell groups toward each other (Figs. 3E -EW and accompanying movies; see Discussion for further thoughts). Consequently, scattered presynaptic structures vanish in these areas (curved arrows in lower panels of Figs. 3E -EW). Many of them appear to be placed in the neuropile of the interconnected neural clusters (asterisks in Fig. 3F ). Such intercluster arrangements of presynaptic specialisations can be clearly demonstrated in mixed cell cultures derived from GFP-labelled wild-type embryos and Synapsin-deficient embryos (see Fig. 3G for details) . In contrast, outside the intercluster regions, scattered projections persist (curved arrows in Fig. 3F) . In experiments using the OK6-Gal4 line, which is motorneuron-specific in situ (Landgraf et al., 2003) , only few of these projections are labelled (data not shown). Together with the observation that GABA-positive processes can be found outside the cell clusters, this shows that a large fraction of scattered projections derives from interneurons providing an interesting new cellular model for future work (see Discussion).
The plastic morphological changes observed upon shift to SM active strongly suggest enhanced cell communication to take place, especially since mainly interconnected (but not solitary) cell clusters display this phenomenon. Indeed, further analyses revealed that action potentials and cholinergic synaptic transmission are far more pronounced in SM active -grown cultures (see below). However, so far, pharmacological interference with either action potentials (6 Am TTX: inhibition of Na + -dependent action potentials; see O'Dowd, 1995) or with cholinergic transmission (4 -8 AM D-tubocurarine: inhibition of cholinergic transmission; see Lee and O'Dowd, 1999) (Fig. 5C ). These quantitative and qualitative features of GABA expression mimic the situation in the embryonic CNS where about 20% of neurons are GABA-positive and staining is found in cell bodies and neurites (Küppers et al., 2003) . In comparison, below 3% of neurons are GABA-positive in SM 20K or SM 40K , and this weak staining is restricted to cell bodies ( Fig. 5A ; Küppers et al., 2003 Küppers et al., 2003) .
Serotonin is only weakly expressed in neurons raised in SM 20K (Fig. 5B) . Thus, former studies had to rely on cellspecific uptake of extracellularly added Serotonin (Huff et al., 1989 ; K.L., unpublished data). In contrast, SM 20K / SM active -grown cultures contain neurons with strong endogenous Serotonin expression on somata and axons, as is the case in situ (Fig. 5D and Landgraf et al., 2003) . We find serotonergic cells at very low frequency in SM 20K /SM active cultures (not estimated). This is also in agreement with the in situ situation where neuroblast 7-3 (NB7-3) is the only neuroblast out of 34 precursors per hemisegment giving rise to serotonergic neurons (Novotny et al., 2002) . Interestingly, in several cases in culture, two serotonergic neurons were found in clusters of three to six cells, which is similar to the lineage composition of the NB7-3 precursor in situ (details in Fig. 5 ). In contrast to GABA-positive neurites, Serotonin-positive projections mostly lack Synapsin-positive dots (insets in Figs. 5C, D ; some cases are difficult to interpret due to fasciculation of several neuronal projections). Since Serotonin is likely to be localised to dense core vesicles and since also other peptidergic neurons of Drosophila have been shown to lack Synapsin in situ (Landgraf et al., 2003; Tyrer et al., 1984) , this observation in culture might very well reflect the situation in the nervous system. This is a simple but good example for how observations in SM 20K /SM active -grown cultures can suggest cellular or functional details potentially existing in situ, thus becoming a source of inspiration for experiments in the CNS (see Discussion).
FM stainings demonstrate increased action potential-dependent presynaptic activity in SM 20K
/SM active -cultured neurons Electrical and synaptic activity is an essential element of neuronal communication. We approached these properties with two independent methods, stainings with the styryl dyes FM1-43 and FM4-64 and via electrophysiology. FM stainings have been widely used for the visualisation of presynaptic activity in culture as well as in situ (e.g. Cousin and Robinson, 1999; Ramaswami et al., 1994) . They provide ideal means to assay the condition of neurons within the actual culture medium without having to use invasive manipulations.
To our knowledge, FM stainings in Drosophila cultures have so far only been used in stable cell lines (Wucherpfennig et al., 2003) . Therefore, before commencing with the comparative tests in the different media, we had to test /SM active cell clusters contained either two (n = 10) or one serotonergic neuron (n = 7) with variable cluster sizes either due to fusion of different cell lineages or due to developmental reasons (four cases of two serotonergic neurons in clusters of three to six cells resemble the situation in situ; Novotny et al., 2002) . Co-labelling against presynaptic Synapsin revealed that GABA but not Serotonin co-localises with Synapsin (see insets in C and D, respectively). Scale bar = 15 Am, and 30 Am in insets in C and D.
whether synaptic uptake of FM dyes also occurs in Drosophila primary cell cultures. To this end, 10 AM FM1-43 and/or FM4-64 were applied to SM 20K /SM active -grown cultures for 5 min in a depolarising solution containing high [K + ]. After a washing step, both dyes were found in spots along neuronal projections, and they co-localised if applied together ( Fig. 6A ; see Materials and methods for details of the procedure). Co-localisation of FM4-64 with n-Syb-GFP (an in vivo marker of presynaptic sites; compare Fig. 2A ) demonstrates this dye uptake to occur presynaptically (Fig.  6B) . Furthermore, application of a depletion solution to loaded cells induces strong destaining (for details, see Fig.  6C ). This strongly suggests that the dye is localised in synaptic vesicles. Taken together, the FM dyes are taken up predominantly at presynaptic sites of cultured neurons, presumably through synaptic endocytosis.
Depolarisation-based FM-dye uptake shows the presence of excitable presynaptic sites but does not reflect their real state of activity in the culture medium. Therefore, we avoided the depolarisation step and added 5 AM FM dye directly to the culture media (SM 5K , SM 20K , SM 40K or SM active ) of 3-day-old cultures. After 3 h of incubation with FM1-43 or FM4-64, cells were washed and analysed. In all media, both dyes showed localisation to somata and neuropile-like structures (curved arrow in Fig. 6D ). In addition, spots along scattered neurites extending away from solitary and interconnected cell clusters took up FM dyes (Figs. 6D, E, 7A) and were frequently associated with n-Syb-GFP-spots, identifying them as presynaptic sites (assayed in SM 20K /SM active cultures; Fig. 6D ). However, FM4-64-positive loci could also be found in extrasynaptic areas, most likely because the long incubation period permitted intracellular trafficking of the dye into other cell compartments (Maletic-Savatic and Malinow, 1998) . Indeed, frequent co-localisation of FM4-64 with Rab7-GFP (assayed in SM 20K /SM active cultures; Fig. 6E ) suggests a fraction of FM4-64 to be transported into late endosomal/lysosomal compartments.
Taken together, measurable presynaptic FM-dye uptake occurs within a 3-h incubation period in the actual culture media. We used this to determine the degree of presynaptic activity in the different media by measuring the intensity of solitary FM-labelled spots on neurites after a 3-h incubation with FM1-43. Cells incubated in SM 40K , SM 20K or SM
5K
show comparable values of brightness (with a slight increase towards SM 5K ; Fig. 7A ). This is in full agreement with our former electrophysiological findings that cells adapt the amplitude distribution and frequency of synaptic transmission when chronically exposed to increased [K + ] levels (Küppers et al., 2003) . Furthermore, our former studies suggest that cells in SM 5K or SM 40K lack frequent action potentials (Küppers et al., 2003) . In agreement with this, application of tetrodotoxin (TTX; inhibition of Na + -driven action potentials; see O'Dowd, 1995) during the 3-h incubation period with FM1-43 in SM 40K , SM 20K or SM 5K had no influence on the intensity of FM spots (Fig.   7A ). Thus, presynaptic activity in these neurons seems to depend mainly on spontaneous release with little contribution of action potential-evoked events.
In contrast, when FM1-43 intensity is measured in SM 20K /SM active -cultured cells, the fluorescence is significantly stronger than in the other culture media. The number of FM1-43 spots is clearly increased, although there is no obvious alteration of their distribution pattern along processes (Fig. 7A) . But most importantly, the intensity of FM fluorescence per spot is almost doubled if compared to the three other media ( P < 0.001; Fig. 7A ). This enhancement of FM1-43 intensity in SM 20K /SM activegrown neurons can be significantly reduced through application of TTX during the loading period with FM1-43 ( P < 0.001; Fig. 7A ). This suggests that neurons grown in SM 20K /SM active generate TTX-blockable Na + -driven action potentials with a greater frequency than neurons in SM 5K . Since the TTX-independent FM-dye uptake is higher than in SM 5K -cultured neurons, also the frequency of spontaneous fusion events in SM 20K /SM active might be higher than in the other media.
In summary, measurements of FM-dye uptake represent a valuable tool for the analysis of presynaptic activity in primary cell cultures of Drosophila. They deliver results that are in full agreement with existing electrophysiological data. The more convincing are our findings that SM 20K / SM active -grown neurons display a greater portion of action potential-driven presynaptic activity. Since these measurements are carried out in a noninvasive manner directly in the culture medium, they reflect the real condition experienced by these neurons.
SM
20K /SM active -grown neurons generate spontaneous action potentials and permit stimulation of synaptic transmission To refine our insights into the physiological properties of SM 20K /SM active -grown neurons and to test in how far these cultures are amenable to electrophysiological studies, we performed whole-cell patch-clamp recordings 20 -90 h after shifting cultures from SM 20K to SM act . Usually, recordings were performed on neurons of interconnected cell clusters. In a first set of experiments, we investigated the ability of neurons to generate action potentials in current clamp. In response to a 400-ms depolarising current step, 80% of the cells tested (n = 39) fired one or multiple action potentials (Fig. 7C) . These events displayed a characteristic inflection at threshold, rapid kinetics and a slower after-hyperpolarisation. Action potential amplitudes determined from threshold to peak were comparable to those reported for larval motor neurons (17 F 1 mV here vs. 19 F 1 mV in larva; mean F SE; Rohrbough and Broadie, 2002 ). In every case tested, action potentials were blocked by 5 AM TTX (n = 14; Fig.  7D ), classifying them as Na + -driven action potentials. We were able to discern six different spiking patterns (Figs. 7C,  D) . Similar firing patterns have been reported for Drosophila neurons both in culture (Hodges et al., 2002 ; Zhao and /SM active -grown cultures kept for 3 h in SM active containing FM4-64 (left column, top: 3 h act) show stained spots associated with FM4-64 and Rab7-GFP; occasional FM4-64 spots are not co-labelled by GFP (not shown); curved arrows indicate staining in neuropile-like structure. Scale bar = 10 Am. Wu, 1997) and in larvae (Rohrbough and Broadie, 2002) . Obviously, neurons acquire cell type-specific membrane properties, allowing in situ-like firing patterns.
Synaptic transmission was recorded in whole-cell voltage clamp. Cells assayed 1, 2, 3 or 4 days after shift to SM active showed no significant differences with respect to maximal or average excitatory post synaptic current (EPSC) amplitude or frequency suggesting that transmission is stable over this time range (data not shown; P > 0.07; Mann -Whitney rank sum tests). To confirm the synaptic origin of EPSCs, we applied 0 Ca 2+ /high Mg 2+ solution which reversibly reduced EPSC frequencies by 75% (Fig. 8D) . Thus, although we failed so far to demonstrate the existence of postsynaptic structures in our structural and immunological studies, the electrophysiological data clearly demonstrate that the SM 20K /SM active strategy supports their differentia- /SM active compared to the other three media ( P < 0.001, Mann -Whitney rank sum test; a slightly weaker but also highly significant enhancement was found in SM active -grown cultures; data not shown). Application of TTX during dye uptake shows neglectable effects in SM /SM active neurons upon a 400-ms depolarising current step, 20 -40 pA greater than minimal threshold; potential at rest is indicated bottom left; based on a previous nomenclature (Zhao and Wu, 1997) , six spiking patterns were distinguished: 38% of 31 cells analysed were single-spiking (single action potentials at the onset of depolarisation), 16% tonic (last interspike interval <40% longer than the first one), 13% adaptive (last inter-spike interval >40% longer than the first one), 13% delayed (>100 ms delay before first action potential; see also D), 13% interrupted (AP train interrupted by quiescent periods) and 7% graded multi-spiking (V6 action potentials at the beginning of depolarisation). (D) Action potentials are amenable to pharmacology: 2 mM 4-aminopyridine (4-AP; blocks transient K + current I A ; Zhao and Wu, 1997; n = 3) reversibly suppresses delayed onset of action potentials; 5 AM TTX abolishes action potentials in all tested cases (n = 14).
tion. The kinetic properties of EPSCs were similar to those seen in other reports for Drosophila (details in Fig. 8B ). EPSCs were reversibly blocked by D-tubocurarine (dtc; Fig.  8E ; inhibitor of cholinergic transmission; e.g. Lee and O'Dowd, 1999 ) and reversed at À4 mV (n = 4; not shown). Since in addition postsynaptic potentials recorded in current clamp were depolarising from rest, we identified all recorded transmission as EPSCs mediated by acetylcholine. Although the abundance of GABA-expressing cells is very high (GABA is detected in 17% of neurons, and 71% of cell clusters contain GABA-positive neurons; Fig. 5C ), and although cells were routinely checked for inhibitory PSCs (see Materials and methods), we could never directly record these events. However, a significant elevation of EPSC frequencies was observed upon bath application of 100 AM picrotoxin, suggesting the presence of GABA-or Lglutamate-mediated inhibitory PSCs in SM 20K /SM active cultures (details in Fig. 8F ).
Taken together, the qualitative properties of synaptic transmission in SM 20K /SM active -grown cultures were very similar to those in other Schneider's media (Küppers et al., 2003) . However, we found that SM 20K /SM active -grown cultures show a drastically increased incidence of EPSCs (Fig. 8C ). This suggests that the SM active -induced plastic rearrangements (Figs. 3C vs. D) might reflect the formation of functional synaptic contacts. Furthermore, the increased incidence of synaptic input is an essential experimental prerequisite for efficient electrophysiological analyses of transmission. Taking advantage of these improved electrophysiological conditions, we tested for the occurrence of spontaneous action potentials in SM 20K / SM active . Since action potentials typically evoke the largest EPSCs, we characterised the effect of acute application of 5 AM TTX on maximal EPSC amplitude. TTX significantly reduced maximal EPSC amplitude by 37 F 6% (mean F SE; n = 19; Fig. 7B ). This effect was more pronounced the greater the maximal EPSC amplitudes in a given neuron were. The extracellular recording solution we used in these experiments (DS active ; Table 1 ) was adapted to SM active . Furthermore, the action potential-generating cells in these experiments are the presynaptic neurons which are not invaded and keep their Average of 40 events, characterised by rapid onset (time to peak typically <0.4 ms) and slower exponential decay; similar EPSC properties were described for neurons in Drosophila embryos and larvae (Baines et al., 1999; Rohrbough and Broadie, 2002 (Küppers et al., 2003) . (D) Application of 0 Ca 2+ /high Mg 2+ solution reversibly reduces EPSC frequencies by 75% with respect to wash (median; IQR: 52 -85%; n = 21; P < 0.001, paired t test). (E) D-Tubocurarine (400 nM dtc; antagonist of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors; Lee and O'Dowd, 1999) reduces EPSC frequency by 91% with respect to wash (median; IQR: 75 -97%; n = 18; P = 0.001; Wilcoxon signed rank test); 4 AM dtc abolishes all transmission (n = 5, not shown). (F) Picrotoxin (100 AM PTX; antagonist of GABA and Lglutamate-gated chloride channels; Rohrbough and Broadie, 2002) elevates EPSC frequencies significantly (median 492%; IQR: 125 -1030%; n = 14; P = 0.003, Wilcoxon signed rank test), suggesting occurrence of inhibitory PSCs in SM 20K /SM active cultures; we could never record inhibitory PSCs directly, as similarly reported for Drosophila embryos (commented in Rohrbough et al., 2003) , whereas recordable inhibitory PSCs in DDM1-grown cultures and larvae of Drosophila may be due to larger cell sizes (Lee and O'Dowd, 1999; Rohrbough and Broadie, 2002) . (G, H) EPSCs evoked by stimulation in cell clusters connected to the recorded neuron. (G) In cases with reliable and stable transmission (n = 6), paired-pulse depression (PPD) was observed. The paired-pulse ratio increased from 0.8 F 0.03 at stimulation intervals of 20 ms (representative trace shown in inset) to 0.96 F 0.04 at intervals of 100 ms (mean P/M standard error). (H) Example of synaptic potentiation: stimulation at 1 Hz for 1 min reveals a comparatively stable baseline of EPSC amplitudes; following a 1-min pairing protocol (black bar; presynaptic stimulation paired with postsynaptic somatic depolarisation to 0 mV), EPSC amplitudes were highly significantly increased to 139% of baseline (75 F 1 vs. 104 F 1 pA; mean P/M standard error P < 0.001, t test). intracellular milieu. Therefore, our experiments mimic the normal culture situation of neurons in SM active as closely as possible. They support our above observation with FM dyes (Fig. 7A) . Taken together, both experimental approaches clearly demonstrate that spontaneous action potentials are generated in SM 20K /SM active -grown cultures. Moreover, the presence of neurotransmitter release evoked by spontaneous action potentials indicates that the release machinery of neurons is capable of voltage-dependent release, a hallmark of Drosophila synapses in situ where synaptic transmission strongly depends on action potentials (Baines and Bate, 1998) .
In a final set of experiments, we asked whether EPSCs can be stimulated in culture. To this end, we inserted a patch-style stimulation pipette into the neuropile-like structure of a cell cluster with obvious neuritic connection to the neuron under investigation (like in Figs. 3F, G) . In most instances it was possible to evoke EPSCs by carefully moving the stimulation electrode through the neuropile-like structure until stimulation resulted in transmission. The recorded signals were identified as EPSCs based on their time course (inset in Fig. 8G ), the delay between stimulation artefact and current onset, and successful block with 4 AM D-tubocurarine (n = 4; not shown). Therefore, a considerable fraction of presynaptic sites placed in adjacent cell clusters (as shown in immunological studies, Fig. 3G ) seem to establish functional synaptic connections. In cases where measured transmission was reliable (i.e. few failures and stable amplitudes), we investigated paired-pulse protocol effects. At interstimulus intervals of 20 ms, all cells analysed displayed paired-pulse depression (PPD; Fig. 8E ). When intervals were extended to 100 ms, PPD declined close to zero. PPD is a form of short-term synaptic plasticity which has been suggested to serve a physiological role as low-pass filter (Thomson, 2000) . Both shortterm depression and facilitation have recently been described in larval motor neurons (Rohrbough et al., 2003) . From other insects, also long-lasting plasticity at synapses has been reported (Oleskevich et al., 1997; Parker, 1995) . Therefore, we tested whether longer lasting plasticity might occur in our cultures using a Hebbian pairing protocol. EPSCs were evoked at 1 Hz and baseline amplitudes were recorded for 1 min. In all recordings, EPSC amplitudes declined over time which might indicate use-dependent depression at 1 Hz. Subsequently, the presynaptic 1 Hz stimulation was paired with a somatic depolarisation of the postsynaptic cell (100 ms to 0 mV) for 1 min. Thereafter, EPSC amplitudes were typically reduced (n = 6; data not shown). Due to baseline rundown, these results are not interpretable. However, two cells showed a clear potentiation of EPSC amplitudes during the complete recording time after pairing (>2 min; Fig.  8F ). Thus, given the many different in situ-like properties cells can acquire in SM 20K /SM active , we take our finding as indication that plastic synaptic potentiation exists in Drosophila. Based on the culture system presented here, such phenomena can now be studied with the wealth of genetic tools available in Drosophila.
In summary, the different developmental, structural and physiological properties demonstrated in this study demonstrate that SM 20K /SM active -grown cell cultures provide an improved model in which to study neuronal differentiation and function in comparison to in situ studies or as an substitute for such studies-especially of cells which are not yet accessible in situ.
Discussion
A new strategy for Drosophila primary cell cultures allows combined studies of early and late aspects of neurogenesis
We designed a simple strategy based on the combined use of conventional SM 20K and newly established SM active . This SM 20K /SM active strategy supports the acquisition of more in situ-like cellular and physiological properties than any other primary cell culture system of Drosophila used so far (reviewed in Rohrbough et al., 2003) . The initial period in SM 20K guarantees formation of different in situ-like cell types and many aspects of structural differentiation, as described here (Figs. 1 -3 ) and in many independent studies over the past 30 years (e.g. Broadus and Doe, 1997; Brody and Odenwald, 2000; Furst and Mahowald, 1985a,b; Lüer and Technau, 1992) . The second phase in SM active shifts neurons to a physiological environment supporting acquisition of functional properties like neurotransmitter expression (Fig. 5) The usefulness of these improvements of the cell cultures depends on the questions which are to be addressed. For example, functional electrophysiological assays of different genetic backgrounds are far more efficient in other culture systems, which contain larger and therefore easier accessible cells and more pronounced physiological properties (e.g. Hodges et al., 2002; Zhao and Wu, 1997 Baines and Bate, 1998; Schmidt et al., 2000) ? How do they form synaptic compartments (Löhr et al., 2002) ? How do they localise and assemble synaptic components (e.g. Ahmari et al., 2000) ?
So far, mainly, neuromuscular junctions had to be used to address questions of synapse formation in Drosophila. However, mechanisms underlying neuromuscular synapse formation are not necessarily congruent with those of neuro-neuronal synapses (Löhr et al., 2002) . To address developmental mechanisms of interneuronal presynaptic specialisations, the scattered outgrowing processes in Schneider's-grown cultures can now be used as cellular models. They display normal ultrastructural features, accumulations of presynaptic markers and FM-dye uptake. Even more, their FM-dye uptake is significantly increased and TTX-dependent in SM active , suggesting that the respective interneurons either receive more synaptic input (e.g. within the neuropile of their native cell cluster) or have elevated intrinsic activity patterns. The fact that functional interneuronal presynaptic specialisations in culture can form in the absence of postsynaptic contacts is comparable to similar observations obtained for motorneuronal terminals in Drosophila embryos and might therefore be a general feature of Drosophila neurons. Such statements are even more convincing knowing that the cultures reproduce in situ-like features at all stages of their development and that similar observations were made in cultures of hippocampal neurons (Krueger et al., 2003) .
This example shows that new insights gained from cultured neurons can be used as an inspiring source for hypotheses and future experimental work in situ. At least three further examples have been demonstrated here. First, serotonergic neurons seem to lack Synapsin, and this possibly reflects the situation in the CNS (see Results for details; Fig. 5 ). Such an observation might become important in the context of understanding the function of serotonergic cells in Drosophila (e.g. Li et al., 2000) and in the context of Synapsin functions (reviewed in Hilfiker et al., 1999) . Second, neuronal projections show profound morphological rearrangements upon shift to SM active including shortening of scattered neurites driven by considerable mechanical force (see Figs. 3E -EW and accompanying movies). The underlying mechanisms are so far unresolved and seem not to be a mere consequence of upregulated action potentials or cholinergic transmission (see Results for details). In the developing embryo, the CNS undergoes a comparable rearrangement when it severely contracts during late embryogenesis (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1997) . This tempts to speculate that fibre contraction observed in our cultures drives CNS contraction, providing a potential cellular model in which to address the underlying mechanisms. The third striking example is the plastic behaviour of synapses upon synchronous pre-and postsynaptic stimulation. So far, this phenomenon has not been reported for Drosophila. But our results and experiments carried out in larger insects (Oleskevich et al., 1997; Parker, 1995) strongly suggest existence of such synaptic plasticity and will possibly inspire intensified search in Drosophila, for example, in the context of learning and memory (reviewed in Heisenberg, 2003) .
Which components of Drosophila cell culture media are essential for in situ-like differentiation?
SM
active integrates essential features of the two media most frequently used for Drosophila primary cultures: The organic contents and serum supplement of SM 20K are combined with the inorganic salt concentrations of DDM1 (Table 1 ). Our data suggest that changes of ion concentrations within physiological ranges have no obvious negative impact on most aspects of structural cell differentiation. However, as we could show by time-lapse recordings, neural precursor cells die more frequently in SM active . Since [K + ] and [Ca 2+ ] have been repeatedly discussed in the context of cell death (e.g. Benquet et al., 2002; D'Mello et al., 1993; Finkbeiner, 2000; Gallo et al., 1987) , especially the combined changes of these two inorganic ion concentrations in SM active might be responsible for the observed effects on neural precursors. Since these unwanted effects can easily be avoided through initial incubation in SM 20K , they will not be further discussed here.
Although being beneficial for survival of neural precursors, inorganic ion concentrations of conventional SM 20K have a negative influence on neuronal activity. Most notably, the extremely high [Mg 2+ ] to [Ca 2+ ] ratio is likely to preclude Ca 2+ influx into presynaptic terminals since Mg 2+ is a blocker of voltage-gated Ca 2+ channels (this paper; Baines and Bate, 1998; Leung et al., 1989 (Küppers et al., 2003) . This impact of [K + ] is relevant for the acquisition of certain cell properties as shown in the context of GABA production (Küppers et al., 2003) . Taken together, the improved physiological properties of neurons in SM active vs. those in SM 20K agree with common knowledge about the influence of inorganic ion distributions across the membrane (Hille, 2001 ).
Our data presented here together with data obtained from 30 years of work with variable serum-supplemented media show that changes of inorganic ion concentrations within physiological limits have little impact on the structural differentiation of neurons, glial cells and myocytes (e.g. Broadus and Doe, 1997; Brody and Odenwald, 2000; Cross and Sang, 1978; Furst and Mahowald, 1985b; Huff et al., 1989; Lüer and Technau, 1992; Schmidt et al., 2000; Seecof et al., 1971 Seecof et al., , 1972 . Even functionally intact neuro-neuronal or neuromuscular junctions (Küppers et al., 2003; Seecof et al., 1971 Seecof et al., , 1972  Fig. 2 ) or glia -neuron interactions (Fig. 1) are achieved in these media independently of the inorganic ion concentrations. In contrast, the chemically defined medium DDM1 (O'Dowd, 1995) does not support the differentiation of non-neuronal cell types and several features of neurons (see before and O'Dowd, 1995) . Since DDM1 is very similar to SM active with respect to inorganic ion concentrations (Table 1 ), these differences have to be due to either the organic contents or the serum supplement. In situ-like differentiation of many different cell types cannot be achieved by supplementation of DDM1 with hormones like insulin, progesterone and hydrocortisone, and other substances like putrescine, transferrin and sodium selenite (O'Dowd, 1995) . Therefore, the serum supplement seems to contain the essential components supporting these properties. Biochemical isolation of the responsible components using glia-or muscle-specific markers as an assay might be a sensible approach towards an improved defined medium supporting the same properties as SM 20K /SM active .
Conclusions and future prospects
As discussed above, we have expanded the range of experimental possibilities by establishing a culture system which supports in situ-like development to a wider extend. We could show that the newly introduced SM active is advantageous for neural differentiation of gastrula-derived cultures. But it might likewise be beneficial for other strategies like culturing of whole tissues, dissociated nerve cords, adult neurons, Drosophila cell lines or cells from other insects. Especially through dissociation of nervous systems (thus avoiding neuronal cluster and neuropile formation), it might be possible to obtain freely exposed and visualisable postsynaptic specialisations, the formation of which is in principle supported by SM active . Certainly, also the use of SM 20K /SM active -grown primary cultures can be further refined. Here, we have successfully demonstrated that FM dyes and electrical stimulation protocols can be applied in these cultures. Next steps will be to carry out such experiments on identified cells in culture. Our preliminary data presented for NB7-3 and ongoing work on other neuroblasts (K.L. and G.T., unpublished data) strongly suggest that specific neuroblast lineages with identified neurons can develop in SM 20K /SM active -grown cultures. Suitable Gal4 lines with the help of which such neurons can be identified in culture are existing (e.g. Calleja et al., 1996; Landgraf et al., 2003) .
